Musical Instrument Kits
for loan, from the Middletown Library Service Center
Please contact Grace Burchard at Grace.Burchard@ct.gov to reserve a kit!

Each kit contains musical instruments for 12 children

Rhythm Sticks Kit (4 total—2 with smooth sticks and 2 with a combo of smooth and fluted sticks): contains 24 wood rhythm sticks.

Rhythm Sticks Kit (4 total—2 with smooth sticks and 2 with a combo of smooth and fluted sticks): contains 24 wood rhythm sticks.

Percussion Kit (2): contains a combination of percussion instruments for 12 children: tambourines, wood blocks, guiros/round tone blocks, drums, triangles, zils/finger cymbals, strikers, and drum sticks, with "Rhythmic Activity Booklet" from Latin Percussion Inc.

Preschool Band Kit (4): contains musical instruments for 12 children: 1 rain stick, 1 tambourine, 1 drum with drumstick, 1 guiro with scraper, 2 rhythm sticks, 1 xylophone with striker, 1 wrist/ankle bells, 2 maracas, 4 shakers (assorted colors, sizes, and shapes), 1 clatterpillar/kokiriko, and 2 castanets.

Toddler/Preschool Band Kit (4): 1 rain stick, 1 drum with drumstick, 2 rattles, 1 clatterpillar/kokiriko, 2 maracas, 4 shakers (assorted colors, sizes, and shapes), and a combination of 1 or 2 tambourines, and 2 or 3 bells, with "Rhythmic Activity Booklet" from Latin Percussion Inc.

Funky Band Kit (1): contains common and uncommon musical instruments: tambourine, 2 brass zils/finger cymbals, cowbell on handle with natural wood stick, triangle with metal striker, wood clapper, energy chime with wood and plastic stick, earth bell with plastic and rubber stick, 2 silver chime eggs, cabasa, flex-a-tone, vibraslap, thunder tube, and crank-style ratchet.